Full Depth Sawcut
At limits of Patch

#6 Epoxy coated, smooth dowels, 18" long, spaced 24" O.C. (TYP.)
Existing Concrete Pavement (TYP.)
8" Min. High Early strength P.C. Concrete
Saw Cut (TYP.)

8" MIN.

1/8" R

4" of CA-6

Compacted Subgrade

12" MIN.
(TYP.)

Trench backfill CA-6 gradation. Trench backfill to be compacted
in conformance with Section 550.07 (Method 1) of the IDOT
"Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction".

Bedding and initial backfill, CA-7. Install per
applicable utility trench detail.

Utility conduit (TYP.)

1. Pavement shall not be opened without first receiving a permit from the Department of Public Works.
2. The trench shall be backfilled with aggregate (CA-6 Gradation) and compacted to 95% of the standard proctor density.
Trench spoil or excavated material shall be disposed of by the contractor at their expense.
3. Prior to the placing of P.C. Concrete, the exposed edges of all existing pavement shall be sawcut full depth to provide
a smooth, clean vertical edge, free of loose material.
4. Excavations shall be protected by barricades with flashing lights, at locations where adjustments are located in travel
lanes, a one-inch (1") steel plate shall be placed and maintained by the contractor until the surface restoration is
complete. The plate shall be protected from sliding and transitioned with bituminous ramps as required. Barricades
and steel plates shall be present at the work site prior to opening the road.
5. Minimum width of a concrete patch shall be full concrete panels.
6. Dowel baskets are required for multiple panels.
7. Street openings shall be restored with cold patch before the end of the day and maintained until such time as the
permanent patch (concrete or hot mix asphalt, depending on the street) can be installed. Permanent paving must take
place during acceptable daytime temperature ranges between the dates of April 15 and November 15.
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